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ABSTRACT 

Listening skills play an important role in an individual’s communication with others and in their 

understanding of the environment. Since it provides a basis for the acquisition of language skills it 

is one of the most important learning tools, and because it is frequently used in everyday life and 

in the learning process, listening skill is the foreground of foreign language teaching. It is important 

for students to understand what they listen to in order that they do not encounter any difficulties 

in  the  language  learning  process.  To  ensure  success  in  the  environments where  the  Turkish 

language  is  taught as a foreign  language,  it  is necessary  to follow  the  listening processes of  the 

students attentively and to identify the problems they face during this process. This study aims to 

identify  the  listening barriers encountered by university students  learning Turkish as a  foreign 

language  at  level  B2,  and  was  designed  based  on  a  qualitative  research  approach  and  a 

phenomenological design. Within the scope of the study, eight students studying at Dumlupnar 

University’s  TÖMER  (Turkish  &  Foreign  Languages  Research  and  Application  Center)  were 

identified as participants. Data were collected through semi‐structured interviews conducted with 

students included in the sample, and descriptive analysis technique was applied in the analysis of 

the  research data. Participants  expressed  views  that  they  often  encountered problems  such  as 

accented  speech,  frequent  use  of  idioms  and  proverbs  during  listening,  lack  of  vocabulary 

development, and lack of emphasis and voice intonation during speech. Also, factors that make 

listening easy  to understand are  identified as  the other  languages  they speak, good vocabulary 

knowledge, interesting topics, listening to audiovisual elements, and the speaker’s use of gestures 

and mimics. 
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Presenting psychology for life characteristics: A hypothetical 
model for thought 

Ihuoma N. Anyanwu

INTRODUCTION

Brain science is the logical investigation of the psyche and conduct. Clinicians are effectively engaged 
with examining and understanding mental cycles, mind capacities, and conduct. The field of brain 
research is considered a “Center point Science” with solid associations with the clinical sciences, 
sociologies, and instruction (Boyack, Klavans, and Borner, 2005). At Ohio State, the Department of 
Psychology is coordinated into Parts of brain science There are various sorts of brain research that 
fill various needs. There is no fixed method of characterizing them, yet here are some normal kinds.

Clinical brain science:

Clinical brain research coordinates science, hypothesis, and practice to comprehend, foresee and 
diminish issues with change, inability, and uneasiness. It advances adaption, change, and self-
awareness. A clinical therapist focuses on the erudite person, passionate, organic, mental, social, 
and conduct parts of human execution all through an individual’s life, across shifting societies and 
financial levels. 

Clinical brain research can assist us with comprehension, forestall, and reduce mentally caused 
pain or brokenness, and advance a person’s prosperity and self-improvement. Mental evaluation 
and psychotherapy are fundamental to the act of clinical brain science, yet clinical clinicians are 
regularly likewise engaged with research, preparing, measurable declaration, and different regions. 

Intellectual brain research:

Psychological brain science explores inward mental cycles, for example, critical thinking, memory, 
learning, and language. It sees how individuals think, see, convey, recall, and learn. It is firmly 
identified with neuroscience, theory, and semantics. Psychological therapists see how individuals 
get, interaction, and store data. 

Pragmatic applications incorporate how to further develop memory, increment the exactness of 
dynamic, or how to set up instructive projects to support learning. 

Formative brain science:

This is the logical investigation of precise mental changes that an individual encounters over the 
life expectancy, frequently alluded to as human turn of events. It centers around babies and little 
youngsters as well as teens, grown-ups, and more seasoned individuals. Components incorporate 
engine abilities, critical thinking, moral agreement, procuring language, feelings, character, self-
idea, and personality development. It additionally takes a gander at intrinsic mental designs against 
learning through experience, or how an individual’s qualities communicate with ecological factors 
and how this effects advancement. Formative brain research covers with fields like phonetics.
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Developmental brain science:

Developmental brain science takes a gander at how human conduct, for instance language, has 
been influenced by mental changes during advancement. A transformative therapist accepts that 
numerous human mental qualities are versatile in that they have empowered us to make due more 
than millennia. 

Criminological brain science:

Legal brain research includes applying brain science to criminal examination and the law. A 
criminological therapist rehearses brain research as a science inside the criminal equity framework 
and common courts. It includes surveying the mental components that may impact a case or 
conduct and introducing the discoveries in court.

Wellbeing brain science:

Brain science is additionally called conduct medication or clinical brain research. It sees how 
conduct, science, and social setting impact ailment and wellbeing. A doctor regularly takes a gander 
at the organic reasons for an infection, however a wellbeing analyst will zero in general individual 
and what impacts their wellbeing status. This may incorporate their financial status, schooling, 
and foundation, and practices that may affect the infection, like consistence with directions and 
prescription. Wellbeing analysts as a rule work close by other clinical experts in clinical settings. 

Neuropsychology:

Neuropsychology takes a gander at the design and capacity of the cerebrum corresponding to 
practices and mental cycles. A neuropsychology might be included if a condition includes sores in the 
mind, and appraisals that include recording electrical action in the cerebrum. Neuropsychological 
assessment is utilized to decide if an individual is probably going to encounter social issues 
following suspected or analyzed cerebrum injury, like a stroke. outcomes can empower a specialist 
to give treatment that may assist the person with accomplishing potential upgrades in intellectual 
harm that has happened.

Word related brain science:

Word related or hierarchical clinicians are associated with surveying and making suggestions about 
the exhibition of individuals at work and in preparing. They assist organizations with discovering 
more successful approaches to work, and to see how individuals and gatherings act at work. This 
data can assist with further developing adequacy, productivity, work fulfillment, and worker 
maintenance. 

Social brain science:

Social brain research utilizes logical techniques to see what social impacts mean for human conduct. 
It tries to clarify how sentiments, conduct, and considerations are impacted by the genuine, 
envisioned or inferred presence of others. A social clinician takes a gander at bunch conduct, social 
insight, non-verbal conduct, similarity, animosity, bias, and initiative. Social insight and social 
association are viewed as key to understanding social conduct. Different branches incorporate 
military, shopper, instructive, culturally diverse, and natural brain research. The quantity of 
branches keeps on developing. 

Realities about brain research: 

• There are various kinds of brain research, like intellectual, measurable, social, and formative 
brain science. 

• A  individual with a condition that influences their emotional wellness may profit with 
evaluation and treatment 

• A therapist may offer treatment that spotlights on conduct transformations. 

• A specialist is a clinical specialist who is bound to zero in on clinical administration of 
psychological wellness issues


